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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The Barber Pool Conservation Area (BPCA) is a unique  property within the Ada County, Idaho. 
This area supports hundreds of native species of plants and animals but requires restoration and 
protection to maintain the habitat, forage, and refugia for its resident and migratory species. 
BPCA is facing a combination of environmental and anthropogenic stressors in the form of 
increasing human population and increasingly dense nearby residential development, climate 
change, and invasive species. The first step in managing these stressors is a detailed master plan 
to guide restoration and protection of the BPCA. The initial phase of a master plan is a gap 
analysis, where all of the data that are currently available are collected, inventoried, analyzed, 
and reviewed in terms of data needs for the subsequent planning phases. This document reports 
on the results of this Phase I Gap Analysis. 
 
For Phase I, Barber Pool Conservation Area Master Plan Working Group (Working Group) and the 
Idaho Foundation for Parks and Lands (IFPL) collected documentation on BPCA. The Ramboll 
Team, comprised of Ramboll US Consulting, Inc. (Ramboll) and Oliver Russell, were tasked to 
review the documentation with a focus on the data needs that were identified for Phase II: 
Supplemental Data Collection. Ramboll is an environmental, health, and engineering consulting 
company which was tasked with the review of hydrological, vegetation and natural resources 
data. Oliver Russell are consultants specializing in stakeholder involvement, social impact, 
identity and social media and were retained to assist IFPL in invigorating and expanding the 
stakeholder base through a stakeholder engagement process currently planned for Phase II. Data 
needs were either met by the documentation provided, or they were identified in this document 
as gaps. 
 
Ramboll and Oliver Russell analyzed the data available and drafted a list of data necessary to 
produce the best outcome for Barber Pool, including an extensive stakeholder engagement 
process, vision development, wetland reconstruction, and revegetation of all areas. These 
scientific analyses did not take budget or prioritization into account. The decisions on which 
studies to do and how much reconstruction and revegetation is possible based on funding will be 
made in Phases II and III. The Ramboll Team determined that there is a great deal of information 
available for BPCA, and many baseline data needs were met. For example, 1-D and 2-D 
hydrological models are available for immediate use. However, to provide the best outcome for 
hydrology, vegetation, community and stakeholder engagement, detailed data were missing. 
Missing data for hydrological studies included data for sediment transport, groundwater height 
and variance, water rights, detailed planning documents for upcoming canal modifications, and 
data for Barber Dam function. Missing vegetation data included detailed vegetation mapping, 
plant community trajectory, detailed invasive species information, stand structure, and temporal 
analyses. Missing data for community and stakeholder engagement included a full list of current 
and potential stakeholders, a stakeholder engagement plan to be determined and approved by 
IFPL and their stakeholders, updated communication and brand planning, and coordinated 
educational signage with other landowners. 
 
The data gaps that have been identified can each be filled with additional studies or information 
requests and can be accomplished in Phase II: Supplemental Data Collection. 
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2. INTRODUCTION 

The Barber Pool Conservation Area (BPCA) was so identified, named, and demarcated by the U.S. 
Army Corps of Engineers, as part of an analysis of the area conducted two decades ago, among a 
dozen stakeholders funded by $100k secured under the auspices of the Idaho Department of 
Parks and Recreation. BPCA's location, size and ad hoc status along the Boise River -- as this 
tributary of the Snake River emerges from wilderness areas in the Rocky Mountains -- has 
potential as an urban wildland providing shelter and connectivity for resident and migratory 
wildlife. It most distinctly is not a wildlife refuge, as no management of and protections for 
wildlife are currently in place; but wildlife is certainly seen in the area and might be further 
encouraged to consider BPCA a haven for nesting, denning, sheltering, and rearing of young. The 
area is roughly 700 acres, and more than half of the land is owned by the Idaho Foundation for 
Parks and Lands (IFPL) (Figures 1 and 2). BPCA is a unique, unprotected, riparian, transitional, 
and upland area that exists as the remnant of historic industrial activity resulting from irrigation, 
timber, and other operations dating to the end of the 19th Century. It is within the impact area 
of Boise, Idaho (a growing state capital of more than 240,000 residents), and currently supports 
hundreds of native plant and animal species. The property was gifted in 1972 by Boise Cascade 
Corporation. BPCA is challenged by an expanding human population, invasive species, significant 
and adverse historic changes to hydrology, and climate change. The IFPL in conjunction with 
other landholders around the Barber Pool share the goal of identifying and restoring habitat area 
to its best potential ecological state and preserving it in perpetuity as a resource for wildlife and 
native riparian habitat. To that end, the IFPL and other key stakeholders have formed the Barber 
Pool Conservation Area Master Plan Working Group (Working Group) to create a well-designed 
and phased plan to successfully meet their goals of restoration and conservation. The Working 
Group crafted a vision statement to guide this work: 
 

• Create an ecologically functional, sustainable, and community supported Barber Pool 
Conservation Area that will maximize protection for native plants and wildlife by inviting 
people to act as stewards for generations to come. 

 
To facilitate this vision, the Working Group created three Master Plan Goals: 
 

• Create a common, aligned blueprint for collectively managing the movement of people 
across and throughout the various ownerships in the Barber Pool while preserving and 
enhancing the core habitat areas. 
 

• Document the historic and current ecological and human setting to better understand 
how and where to protect, intervene, or interact to create a dynamic and resilient 
system. 

 
• Establish an achievable, staged approach to improving outcomes for Soil, Water, Air, 

Plants, Animals, and Humans (SWAPA+H). Develop and analyze ecological targets and 
the people management actions needed to achieve those targets in both the near and 
long term. 

 
To enable successful achievement of these goals, the Working Group has initiated a master 
planning process that delivers the following objectives: 
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• A means to engage key stakeholders in a process to create a common vision that inspires 

all participants to become partners in implementation. 
 
• Resource and access maps illustrating nodes of human activity and the interrelationship 

of ownerships and resources within BPCA. 
 

• Identification of specific conservation and habitat improvement projects. 
 

• Short- and long-term timelines for implementation of identified infrastructure, 
wayfinding, access and egress routes; as well as rules and restrictions that would 
contribute to sustainable site management. 

 
• An understanding of the “natural capital value,” as well as a report detailing economic, 

cultural, and societal benefits of the Barber Pool to the community and to Idaho. 
 

• A documentation of organizational structure, staffing, governance, and financial 
resources required for overall development and site management. 
 

• Detailed recommendations for coordination among stakeholders to determine the best 
approach for education and outreach to successfully and sustainably cultivate a BPCA 
stewardship ethic for future generations. 

 
The first stage in master planning is a gap analysis to clarify what information is needed to fully 
understand the current state and likely trajectory of the proposed site. This document provides 
such a gap analysis. 
 
This gap analysis is organized by first describing the foundational information that will be needed 
in the next phase of the project. The documentation reviewed in this gap analysis follows, as 
does a specific analysis of gaps for each type of information reviewed, and finally, 
recommendations for next steps are presented. 

2.1 Master Planning Phases 
As this gap analysis is reviewed, Ramboll suggests that the gap analysis be taken in context of 
recommended master planning phases for the BPCA as outlined below. The final Master Plan 
Document will incorporate the Project Overview Map from Phase II, and the individual plans 
developed in Phase III. It is understood that stakeholder engagement and involvement is 
essential for the master planning process, as is additional fundraising. 
 
PHASES OF MASTER PLAN 
 

I. Gap Analysis 
II. Project Overview Map and Supplemental Data Collection 

a. Stakeholder engagement plan 
b. Stakeholder workshops to develop project overview map with priority areas for 

enhancement, areas for human interaction, and potential resources for 
development 
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c. Budget and fundraising review to determine project selection and phasing 
d. Data collection for selected projects 

III. Planning 
a. Hydrological modifications & engineering designs 
b. Control of invasive species 
c. Replanting plan 
d. Monitoring and selection of success criteria 
e. Long-term communication 

IV. Construction and Implementation 
V. Monitoring and Measurement of Success Criteria; Iterative Management 

 
While not listed separately, communication with the community (i.e., stakeholder engagement) 
and fundraising are key components that will need to be addressed and re-addressed throughout 
the master planning process. It is also explicitly understood that stakeholder engagement and 
funding will help determine the long-range management priorities, goals, objectives, and 
financial limitations for BPCA, therefore will directly influence the supporting data needs and 
operational planning that will be required within the master plan to be both actionable and 
pragmatic over time. Additionally, outside pressures such as community growth and potential 
access will continue to require incorporation within the master planning process 

3. INFORMATION NEEDS FOR PHASE II: SUPPLEMENTAL 
DATA COLLECTION 

The resulting gap analysis is based upon the understanding of the data needs that will be 
required for the second phase of the master planning process. Simply put, these are the steps 
necessary to restore, enhance, and maintain the plant community to that of a functioning 
riparian area. It is clearly understood that the master plan, stakeholder input, and overall site 
objectives will determine which portions of the BPCA are prioritized for restoration, enhancement, 
and maintenance. This being clearly understood, there are three main aspects that need to be 
well defined: 
 

• Hydrology of the site across seasons and years 
• Vegetation information including current vegetation and reference site analysis 
• Community and stakeholder understanding of the importance of Barber Pool. 

 
The specific data needs for each of these three main aspects as discussed below. 
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Figure 1: Barber Pool Conservation Area (IFPL Provided Google Earth Document) 

 
 
Figure 2: Barber Pool Conservation Area with 2017 Flood Color (IFPL Provided USCOE     
Orthophoto) 
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3.1 The Hydrological information needed in Phase II 
To restore the area’s cottonwood galleries and riparian areas in BPCA, it will be necessary to 
design projects to rehydrate lateral floodplain areas. For a healthy and sustainable riparian area, 
understanding sediment transport, hydraulics, stream form, erosion rates, and sediment supply 
will be necessary. Barber Pool’s overall water balance and the variation in water balance over 
seasons and years is critical for long term planning. To obtain this information, the following data 
will be needed: 
 

• Hydrodynamic and flow gauge information  
• Surface and subsurface particle-size determination 
• Water level and water level fluctuation  
• Groundwater monitoring 
• Water right information 

 
It is important to underline that the level of data necessary will depend on the priorities 
determined through the master planning process, the available funding, and the overall 
management priorities for BPCA, as those limiting factors that are identified through continued 
site assessment and stakeholder engagement. It is also well understood that the application and 
incorporation of additional analysis is likely to be applied on a site-specific basis as determined by 
the overall goals, priorities, and objectives that are identified through master planning and 
overall management requirements. 

3.2 Vegetation information needed in Phase II 
The goal of a successful restoration is a functioning native ecosystem, and the foundation of such 
an ecosystem is vegetation. The goal is to restore native vegetation such that Barber Pool mimics 
a similar highly functioning site in a way that is sustainable in the long term. Thus, the 
determination of which species are needed, identification of challenges to their establishment and 
maintenance, and information about what is currently on site are critical. To obtain this 
information, the following data will be needed: 
 

• Plant species data including richness, evenness, and age structure 
• Plant composition trajectory 
• Specific hydrology of microhabitats 
• Potential hydrology of microhabitats 
• Invasive species presence, identity, and distribution 
• Current and past management practices 

 
Similar to the hydrologic information outlined in Section 3.1, it is important to underline that the 
level of data necessary will depend on the priorities determined through the master planning 
process, the available funding, and the determined management priorities for BPCA. Additionally, 
the resolution of any additional data would need to be determined on an area-by-area basis 
according to the determined priorities and level of resolution required for supplemental data. 

3.3 Community and stakeholder information needed in Phase II 
Research into successful restoration and conservation projects around the world has found that 
the most successful and sustainable projects are those that have widespread support from the 
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community and key stakeholders. To understand how Barber Pool is currently regarded by the 
local community and key stakeholders, the following information will be needed: 
 

• Level of current stakeholder and community engagement  
• Opportunities for further stakeholder engagement 

 
Interpretive signage along the Greenbelt to direct people to those areas open for access, 
potentially coupled with amenities such as benches, drinking water, viewing scopes, rest 
facilities, or other improvements as determined through master planning and the availability of 
additional funding may wish to be considered and discussed through stakeholder engagement 
and internal IFPL dialogue. 
 

• Incorporation of the human element through stakeholder and public engagement will help 
draw more respect, local ownership, and curatorship for BPCA 

• Public outreach to the benefit of BPCA and its identified goals and objectives through the 
master planning process will be essential to fundraising and local education concerning 
the benefits and ecological services of BPCA 

3.4 Fundraising and Grant Opportunities for Phases II 
Given the importance of fundraising and the availability of additional capital, additional 
fundraising and grant opportunities should be incorporated within Phase II, as well as subsequent 
project phases. 

4. DOCUMENTS REVIEWED 

To inform Ramboll’s gap analysis, we reviewed over 340 documents and files provided through 
two Google Drives, those from the IFPL Google Drive from Jan Johns (Appendix 1 Table 1), and 
those from the BPCA Working Group Google Drive provided by members of the BPCA Working 
Group (Appendix 1 Table 2). These files covered many topics from background information 
through detailed GIS modeling data. Please note that the tables below do not comprehensively 
list the number of photographs and individual GIS files that were provided through both the IFPL 
and Working Group Google Drives, as each photograph or GIS was not individually catalogued. 
Many hydrology and GIS files have individual pieces that are part of the same object. For 
example, the Karl Gebhardt\Hydrology\RAS folder had many files in it, but they were parts of the 
HEC-RAS model or the 1-D model. Therefore, only the main objects were named in the tables. 
The same is true for files which contained pictures and videos. Ramboll simplified the listing by 
grouping photos and videos. 
 

4.1 Hydrological documents reviewed 
The following materials are found to be the most useful data pertinent for any future hydraulics 
and hydrology studies, analysis, and modeling: 

1. Karl Gebhardt - 12.11.20 Data: (Documents and Maps) 
• Channel_fill.pdf 
• Channel_narrowing_profile.pdf 
• ChannelFill-large.pdf 
• creek layout.pdf 
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• Creek Profile.pdf 
• CreekProfile-Alt1.pdf 
• Harris_Creek_Concept_Evaluation.pdf 
• Pages from PreDesign_Memorandum-Barber_Dam_FPF_2008-Robust.pdf 
• RAS_Creek_Impact_Output.pdf 
• River_Profile.pdf 

2. Karl Gebhardt - 12.11.20 Data: (Terrain and Topography) 
• 2019 LiDAR tiles 
• 2019LiDAR.be_BR000XX.tif 
• Boise_River_FCD10_Bathymetric_Coverage_Shape_clip 
• Boise_River_FCD10_Bathymetric_Coverage_clipped 
• 1 ft Contour data shape files 

3. Karl Gebhardt - 12.11.20 Data: (HEC-RAS models) 
• HEC-RAS model -2-D Model 
• Corrected effective 1-D Model 

4. Chuck Blair Data: 
• Barber_Pool_Gebhardt (1) IFPL presentation 
• Mean flow charts at Glenwood Bridge (Tables) 
• New York Irrigation District Summary Information 
• Piezometer_Suggestions_ and GW depth estimates_11-17-2020 
• Tiedeman - BarberDamRelicensing(April5,2019)FINAL(PDF) presentation  

5. Data from Brian: 
• 1989 Gebhardt report _ goals – memorandum/summary report 
• USACE feasibility study report (1995 Lower Boise River and Tributaries 

Reconnaissance Study USACE.pdf) – Appendix B 
• Alternatives for the Management of Baber Pool area – (1989 Gebhardt report _ 

goals.docx) 
6. From IBO - Greg Kaltenecker Data: 

• Diane Moore side channel feasibility report by JACOBS 
• All data pertinent to Boise River ground water piezometric data 

7. From Wickman – IFS Files Data: 
• Boise Development Code _highlight.pdf  (page 130 and 131) 
• Gateway Reserve project – responses to IDW memo 

4.2 Vegetation documents reviewed 
The majority of the available IFPL documents and photographs were reviewed to fully understand 
the nuances and breadth of existing knowledge concerning the existing vegetative data for the 
BPCA Master Planning project. Some of the most helpful documents included, but are not limited 
to: 
 

• Critical habitat map (plate 22) 
• Critical habitat (plate 9) 
• Wetlands – Chris Murphy 
• BLM Weed Consult 
• Barber Pool and Cover Types Comparison 
• Final Maps November 2019 
• Barber Pool Cover Types Corresponding to HGM Cover Types 
• Barber Pool Conservation Area Mapping Needs 
• Barber Pool 2778 Contour 
• Barber Pool – Assessment from the 1980s Past to Present & Restoration Example Ideas – 

Karl Gebhardt 
• Barber Pool Flood Contour – all properties 
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• Barber Pool Land Cover Mapping Metadata 
• Barber Pools 11 2019V2 
• Barber Pool Land Cover 11 2019.gdb 
• Chuck Blair Data: 

o Boise River 1983 Habitat Study 
o Invasive plants 
o Irrigation Planting 
o NRCS 
o Riparian decline, planting, etc. 
o Status updates 
o Veg Mapping Data Points Background 
o Wetland Development 

• Boise River Resource and Management Plan 
 

• Boise River Enhancement Plan 
• Sue Howell Park Conceptual Design 
• Barber Pool Studies, History, and Reports (from Brian, all documents) 
• Greg Kaltenecker Documents (including side channel and IBO Piezometer) 
• Idaho Department of Fish and Game (all documents) 
• Wickman – ISF Files 
• 2001/2002 USACE BPCA Inventory and Analysis 

All of the listed documents, plus more, were used to develop Ramboll’s Vegetation Gap analysis 
and recommendations, in addition to professional experience within Idaho including throughout 
the Boise area. This information proved to be excellent project background, but lacked specific 
data concerning biodiversity, taxon, spacing, size class, precent reproduction, distribution, 
percent weed pressure, biodiversity, and other elements described in detail in the gap analysis. 
 

4.3 Community and Stakeholder Documents Reviewed 
The reviewed stakeholder engagement, branding, and donor list information included: 
 

• BPCA Donor’s List_10.31.2020 
• Barber Poll Campaign Information, Meeting Attendance, and Materials 
• 2020 Barber Pool Report 
• Barber Pool Advisory Council Information (charters, priorities, etc.) 
• Barber Valley Placemaking information 
• Barber Pool History 
• Boise River Resource Management and Master Plan 
• Barber Pool History (Brian) 
• Conversations with IFPL Executive Board and Working Group 
• Conservations with Oliver Russell personnel 

 
It’s important to note that, while essential to master planning, stakeholder engagement was 
delayed until Phase II due to expense and COVID-related concerns. 
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5. REVIEW OF HYDROLOGIC DATA 

The Ramboll Team reviewed multiple hydrologic documents and participated in several one-on-
one key conversations with Karl Gephardt, Hydrologist/Environmental Engineer, Resource 
Systems, Inc.; Steve Sweet, Hydrologist / Acting District Engineer for Boise River Flood Control 
Districts 10 and 11, Quadrant Consulting; and Tom Ritthaler, Manager for Boise River Project and 
Responsible for NY Canal Operations. Additionally, Ramboll attended relevant presentations 
including the Intermountain Bird Observatory (IBO) Constructed Side Channel presentation, as 
given by Greg Kaltenecker and IBO staff and guests on January 28, 2021.  
 
After thorough review of all the presented hydrologic data, the Ramboll Team concludes: 
 

1. In review of hydrodynamics information, BPCA has thorough and accurate bathymetry 
and LiDAR data, as supported by 1-dimensional HEC-RAS modeling.  
 

2. BPCA is missing water level and flow gauge information. Hydrodynamic and flow gauge 
information is important to run hydrodynamic models for upcoming BPCA design projects 
to hydrate lateral floodplain areas, which in turn would help maintain and restore the 
area’s decadent cottonwood galleries and riparian areas. Healthy cottonwood galleries 
and riparian areas are essential for raptor nesting sites, including those for bald eagles, 
as well as numerous ecological functions and services including habitat renewal, water 
purification, nutrient retention, biodiversity, bank stabilization, reduction of sediment 
load, robust hydrology, etc. 
 

3. In review of the available documentation, BPCA is missing essential sediment transport 
information including data on bed gradations and grab samples, such as Wolman particle 
size determination. Surface and subsurface particle-size determination through 
methodologies such as Wolman’s is important to assess sediment transport, hydraulics, 
and streambed monitoring, which, in turn, is important in determining proper 
functionality, stream form, erosion rates, sediment supply, and other parameters 
including the provision of healthy aquatic habitat. 
 

4. In review of the available groundwater surface and subsurface information, BPCA is 
missing essential information on water level and water level fluctuation. This information 
is essential both for understanding of the site’s overall water balance, as well as the 
fluctuation of this balance over the course of season and time (see Figure 3 as example). 
In turn, understanding of the site’s water balance is essential to determine: 
 
a. The design of side channels and the reconnection/reinvigoration of historic oxbow 

channels; 
b. The connection between lateral floodplains and the hydrology and hydraulics of the 

primary river channel; 
c. The recommended excavation depth of sand and gravel to reconnect remnant or 

newly established riparian vegetation necessary to provide the functions and services 
described above, including the re-invigoration of healthy riparian habitat and raptor 
nesting grounds. 
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The establishment of piezometers to facilitate groundwater monitoring, or other means of 
monitoring wells, are necessary throughout floodplain areas to obtain the missing data. It 
is our recommendation that at least three years of active monitoring multiple times per 
year is necessary to obtain the necessary groundwater information. 
  

5. In review of the available documentation as well as through multiple conversations, we 
determined that information is missing in regard to the site’s water rights, both those 
that are adjudicated to the site as well as those that are temporal in nature, as 
determined through return flows. Water right information is essential to determine site 
water balance, as well as the maintenance of water levels by season. Additionally, water 
right information is important to inform proper Barber Pool dam functionality and 
regulatory compliance. Lastly, water right information is important to maintain proper 
hydrology for aquatic populations including fisheries. 
 

6. New York Canal does not release public data on its operations, record drawings, and 
detail drawings. This includes information for the Boise Diversion Dam as well as the New 
York Canal intake. This information is important to inform water balance, site hydrology, 
seasonal variance, etc. 
 

7. Information is missing for the Barber Dam in regard to drawings of the dam, crest 
elevations, and operational diagrams. This information is important to inform water 
balance, site hydrology, seasonal variance, etc. As described previously, this information 
is important to information design, restoration, implementation, and overall site 
parameters including operations and maintenance (see Figure 3 as example).  
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Figure 3: Example Using 2D Hydraulics to Determine Flood Resiliency, Alternative 
Design, Water Surface Elevation, and Geomorphology Alternatives (Ramboll, Sauquoit 
Creek Drainage Design Alternatives Study) 

 

6. REVIEW OF VEGETATION DATA 

A synopsis of BPCA data-related documents are presented in Section 4.2 and, therefore will not 
be repeated again here. Ramboll also compared information found in documentation to the notes 
and pictures that we collected during our site visits to establish the accuracy and thoroughness of 
the documentation in comparison to current site conditions and personal knowledge of Boise-area 
ecosystems. 
 
While the available information is extensive, certain key items were noted as absent: 
 

1. Cover types and vegetation mapping lacked key information for the majority of BPCA’s 
plant taxa (Figure 4). Plant taxa (species) data are important because the presence or 
absence of specific species with a given habitat type is important to determine: 
 
a. Overall trajectory – is a given area improving, worsening, or remaining the same. 
b. Species richness/biodiversity (important for determining habitat type and diversity, 

ecological complexity, faunistic forage and refugia), carrying capacity. 
c. Specific hydrology (the location of given suites of species give a strong indication of 

hydrologic nuance (obligate wetland species versus facultative wetland species, 
versus facultative species, versus upland species). 

d. Wetland species – much of the observed wetland community appears to be made-up 
of species such as cattails (Typha spp.) with some bulrush (Schoenoplectus spp., 
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Bolboschoenus spp.), and some rushes (majority Baltic rush – Juncus arcticus ssp. 
littoralis) (see Photo 1). From the reviewed data and observations from our site visit, 
there appeared to be an absence of many wetland grass, graminoid (grasslike), and 
riparian diversity that is essential for properly functioning wetland and riparian 
communities. Without these cornerstone species, the ability to maintain avian, 
wildlife, and aquatic diversity is likely to be lost due to the creation and perpetuation 
of monocultures. 

 
2. Accurate invasive species data. While there is information for some of BPCA’s invasive 

species, other species were noted such as crack willow (Salix fragilis) and houndstounge 
(Cynoglossum officinale), whitetop (Lepidium draba), etc. (see Photo 2). While 
information was included on certain noxious weeds, much was focused on cheatgrass 
(Bromus tectorum) and thistle control (Onopordum acanthium, Cirsium arvense, 
potentially other species). Additionally, management recommendations were provided 
but  did not include current practices, such as non-chemical and innovative means of 
cheatgrass control. Incomplete information on invasive species prevents the creation of 
accurate operations and maintenance information.  It also has the potential to mislead 
management decisions, such as use of sand placement to “smother” cheatgrass – there 
being more effective approaches, such as some of the current biological control measures 
being evaluated and implemented through Dr. Cynthia Brown, Colorado State University, 
Fort Collins, Colorado or the US Forest Service Shrub Lab, Provo, Utah.  

 
 
Photo 1: Wetland Vegetation Showing a Prevalence of Cattail (Typha spp.)and an 
Absence of Wetland Graminoid Diversity (Ramboll provided) 
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Figure 4: Barber Pool Vegetation Cover Class Designation (IFPL Provided) 

 
 
 

3. Stand Structure – while there is clear indication that BPCA’s historic crest height, 
groundwater level, and cottonwood galleries are in decline, accurate data that provides 
more insight as to the specific age and structure for BPCA’s parcels. Such stand age data 
is important to determine management and restoration plans, as well as to maintain 
functioning habitat for BPCA’s plant and animal (flora and fauna communities), including 
terrestrial and aquatic communities, as well as resident versus seasonal communities 
(e.g., large ungulates, small mammals, migratory birds, raptors, etc.). 
 

4. Restoration Planning – While there are multiple documents within various folders, 
including those from Chuck Blair, the majority of this information is general in nature and 
needs to be fine-tuned for the specific hydrology and community types that typify Barber 
Pool. Once provided, this information can form the basis for more innovative approaches 
such as deep-root riparian plantings to promote increased cottonwood and willow survival 
and help reverse the general trend to a more upland plant community, thereby helping to 
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preserve the natural history, functionality, and integrity of Barber Pool and its 
environmental benefits. The use of transplanted wetland graminoids, the propagation and 
cultivation of traditional native vegetation such as elderberry (Sambucus spp.), 
improvement of biodiversity and species richness, the re-creation and maintenance of 
functional habitat and forage, and the maintenance and improved attraction of avian and 
pollinator communities could thereby  be accelerated through a new and Poll-specific 
restoration plan (see Photos 3,4,5).  

 
Photo 2: Crack Willow (Salix fragilis) on BPCA, which is a Previously 
Unidentified Invasive Species Occurring in the Property (Ramboll Provided) 
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5. Active monitoring – 
Historic monitoring 
has been costly and 
incomplete and more 
accurate tools are 
now available. The 
consistency and 
accuracy of this 
information can be 
improved through use 
of modern technology 
such as remote 
sensing through real-
time aerial and photo 
imagery. Using 
techniques such as 
nanosatellites backed 
by AI-powered 
platforms, more 
consistent information 
can be obtained for BPCA’s vegetative communities and its hydrology (both riverine and 
groundwater). In turn, more accurate information will result in more accurate grading 
plans, potential extraction of sediment, side-channel placement in alignment with historic 
oxbows, restoration plans, and noxious species management plans without requiring 
additional individuals on the ground.  
 

Photo 4: Cultivation of Site-Specific Native Vegetation Through Nursery 
Production (Ramboll Provided) 

 

Photo 3: Propagation of Site-Specific Native Vegetation 
Through Seed Collection(Ramboll Provided) 
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Photo 5: Deep-Root Cottonwood (Populus sp.) Establishment as Would Benefit 
BPCA (Ramboll Provided) 

 
 

7. REVIEW OF COMMUNITY AND STAKEHOLDER 
UNDERSTANDING 

As part of information gathering on community and stakeholders, Ramboll and Oliver Russell 
reviewed documentation in Table 1 and Table 2 and conducted interviews with representatives 
from the Barber Valley Neighborhood Association and the Harris Ranch Wildlife Mitigation 
Association (HRWMA). The consultant team also used information gathered during conversations 
and observations during site visits. Ramboll and Oliver Russell determined that while the IFPL 
currently has many strongly supportive key stakeholders in the community, there is a large gap 
in awareness concerning how much potential stakeholders know about the BPCA project, versus 
what IFPL would like them to know. The consultants are concerned that without a dedicated 
stakeholder engagement process to fill the gap, it may be difficult to create and sustain the 
restored refuge areas for wildlife that IFPL envisions. For example, a long-time resident of Barber 
Valley was caught on November 26, 2020, building an illegal access trail into BPCA land. Such 
activities indicate the need for local outreach and underline the gap in understanding about BPCA 
in the community is large. As such, Oliver Russell and Ramboll recommend that an in-depth 
process of stakeholder engagement comprise a large portion of Phase 2 to better identify and 
engage stakeholders with BPCA and its process. Some of the clearest gaps are presented below. 
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1. A review of current and potential stakeholders is necessary to identify individuals and 

groups that will be targeted for stakeholder engagement. Once stakeholders are 
identified, a stakeholder engagement plan can be designed to inform the community 
about the importance of this unique resource and to bring additional volunteers and 
donors into the design and maintenance process. 

2. Such stakeholder engagement is a priority of the master planning process and will need 
to be prioritized throughout Phase II and beyond. Local engagement is essential and 
necessary both in terms of education and alignment with long-range BPCA goals, 
protection and curatorship, and fundraising. 

3. At the moment, the online presence of Barber Pool is limited, and it does not put forth a 
strong brand identity. A brand identity including logos and color palettes will make Barber 
Pool a more recognizable entity in the community and can help to bolster support and 
funding. 

4. A clear, coordinated, 
and professionally-
executed plan for 
communication and 
signage is vital. 
Ramboll and Oliver 
Russell are clear that 
Barber Pool and 
other local 
landholders are 
interested in 
consistent signage 
throughout the area 
to help visitors 
understand where 
they are and how the 
areas differ. Oliver 
Russell recommends that this signage be paired with a planned communication strategy 
to increase the visibility and goals of Barber Pool in the local community. Widespread 
understanding and buy-in to BPCA’s conservation goals will help with protection of the 
resource, opportunities for volunteer stewardship, and sustainable funding. 

 

Photo 6: Stakeholder Engagement (Ramboll Provided) 
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8. NATURAL RESOURCE CAPITAL VALUATION 

The Ramboll Team believes that an area that has yet to be fully addressed for the project is 
Natural Capital Valuation. Most simply put, Natural Capital is the valuation of the project’s 
renewable and non-renewable resources that combine to provide benefits to society. These 
include benefits such as water filtration and quality improvement, the presence of functional 
wildlife and plant 
communities, the 
absorption of 
carbon through 
healthy forests and 
riparian areas, the 
maintenance and 
improvement of 
genetic diversity 
through healthy 
animal and plant 
communities, 
climate regulation 
through carbon 
absorption and 
sequestration, etc. 
Each of these 
elements have 
financial values 
that when taken into consideration as a whole, have economic benefit. Such benefit, if correctly 
quantified and qualified, can be used to leverage additional financial resources such as grants 
and supplemental public and private funding.  

9. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR NEXT STEPS 

Ramboll and Oliver Russell found that the IFPL and the Barber Pool Conservation Area Master 
Plan Working Group successfully compiled a great deal of data about Barber Pool hydrology, 
vegetation, and stakeholders, and these data will be very useful to help inform and guide Phase 
II. However, as defined above, there are additional data necessary to inform the critical planning 
stages of the master plan. These data gaps and recommendations on how to best fill the gaps are 
summarized below. This section is written in a list format to facilitate prioritization of data 
acquisition. 

9.1 Hydrological gaps and recommendations 
Creation of a detailed engineering plan to alter the hydrology of the site to increase ecosystem 
functionality can be accomplished by leveraging the extensive available data, including that 
presented within reviewed data and additional data potentially available fromresources. Potential 
additional data includes IDWR flow records through links such as 
https://research.idwr.idaho.gov/apps/Hydrologic/Accounting/. Creation of a detailed engineering 
plan should include the following information: 

Photo 7: Natural Capital Valuation – bull trout (Salvelinus 
confluentus) in Idaho on the Salmon River (Ramboll Provided) 

https://research.idwr.idaho.gov/apps/Hydrologic/Accounting/
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1. Water level and flow gauge information is missing. Ramboll suggests obtaining this 

information through direct measurement, utilizing remote sensing, piezometers and/or 
groundwater monitoring wells, and analysis of river hydrology and hydraulics. 
 

2. Sediment transport information including data on bed gradation, scour, and transport is 
missing. These data do not appear to be available and a new study is recommended to 
collect grain size determination and sediment transport information through sediment 
transport analysis, utilizing grab samples, Wolman particle size determination, and 
other means. It is understood that such measurement would need to be aligned with 
long-term BPCA goals, such as those identified through the master planning process. 

 
3. Information on site water levels, including historic oxbows, and how these water levels 

fluctuate over time is missing. These data do not appear to exist and a new study will 
be necessary to collect the information. Typically, water levels are collected via 
piezometers, monitoring wells, and through remote sensing. It is our recommendation 
that at least three years of active monitoring multiple times per year is necessary to 
obtain the necessary groundwater information. 

 
4. Information regarding Barber Pool’s legal water rights adjudicated to the site as well as 

those that are temporal in nature as determined through return flows are missing. 
Water rights documentation and data of compliance should be acquired.  

 
5. To inform planning for water balance, site hydrology, and seasonal variance, the plans, 

record drawings, and detail drawings for the updated New York Canal operations are 
necessary and are currently missing. This includes information for the Boise Diversion 
Dam as well as the New York Canal intake. This information is proprietary and a deal 
will need to be made with appropriate agencies to obtain it. 

 
6. The information on water draw, crest height and operational diagrams of Barber Dam is 

necessary and is currently a gap. 
 
Together, steps 1 through 6 can be utilized to support accurate modeling for both surface and 
ground water to  determine water allocation, project design, phasing, and timing, and restoration 
planning. Additionally, this information can be used in attempt to supplement the sites water 
rights through acquisition, adjudication, and collaboration with vested parties including 
municipalities, regulatory agencies, and other water users. 
 
As stated previously, the resolution and application of this engineering data will need to be 
determined through the prioritization of specific areas and projects as informed by the priorities 
identified through the master planning and stakeholder engagement process, as well as through 
available funding. The master planning process will also be used to determine whether a single 
larger project or multiple smaller projects should be prioritized. 

9.2 Vegetation gaps and recommendations including revegetation planning 
A detailed and BPCA-specific revegetation plan is necessary to successfully consider current and 
future hydrological changes, climate change, and other environmental and anthropogenic 
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stressors, as well as seed, cutting, and division collection to facilitate plant production, 
replanting, and invasive species management. Existing plans are overly general but do provide 
good information necessary to start the planning process. The resulting detailed plan will require 
the information listed in the bullets below. The revegetation plan should be developed in parallel 
and simultaneously with the plans for improving site hydrology. 
 

1. Cover types and vegetation mapping lacked key information for the majority of BPCA’s 
plant taxa. This analysis will include species richness and evenness (two measures used 
to calculate biodiversity), location of species relative to existing hydrological zones, and 
specific attention to the diversity and distribution of wetland species. Thorough 
vegetation mapping data by species do not currently exist, and a new study will be 
required to obtain them. Ramboll suggests a field team visit the site and conduct the 
study in the spring using appropriate georeferencing technology to facilitate subsequent 
restoration planning. 
 

2. While it is well understood that riparian and wetland vegetation within the BPCA is in an 
overall state of decline, the rate of decline and specific overall trajectory and distribution 
of key species is lacking. These data measure the change in vegetation health and 
distribution over time and are important to understand the most pressing stressors to the 
plant community. Ideally, to facilitate accurate data collection and interpretation, 
repetitive surveys would be conducted across years. However, an approximate 
understanding of temporal trajectory may be possible by comparing past partial data to 
the new cover and vegetation mapping study recommended in bullet 1. 

 
3. A complete list and mapping of invasive species extent is critical. This data gap would be 

filled in conjunction with the study recommended in bullet 1 and will form a critical piece 
in planning for restoration and maintenance of native habitat through the creation of 
operations and maintenance plans. 

 
4. A thorough investigation into stand structure, which includes ages of trees and their 

associated reproduction, is necessary to understand temporal patterns of recruitment 
success to identify stressors and success criteria. This analysis could be conducted in 
conjunction with the study recommended in bullet 1. 

 
5. Temporal monitoring data are not available at this juncture. Ideally, a monitoring 

program will begin with remote image collection at the same time as the survey 
recommended in bullet 1. This will provide the ground-truthing data necessary to 
accurately map changes over time. Remote imagery can then be collected in different 
seasons and across years to provide quantitative measures of project success and to 
provide early warnings if problems arise. Nanosatellites and algorithm-based technology 
can be utilized to help with accuracy and value-engineering. 

 
Similar to hydrology, the resolution and application of this revegetation efforts and  data 
gathering will need to be determined through the prioritization of specific areas as informed by 
the priorities identified through the master planning and stakeholder engagement process, as 
well as through available funding. Similarly, the master planning process will also be used to 
determine whether a single larger project or multiple smaller projects should be prioritized. 
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9.3 Community and stakeholder gaps and recommendations 
As informed from master planning and public engagement, as planned in Phase 2 of the project, 
a detailed stakeholder engagement plan will be critical to increase community support for Barber 
Pool and to create a sustainable and vibrant wildlife preserve for native flora and fauna. Careful 
planning will be needed prior to outreach to ensure that the time, energy, and resources of 
vested parties are put to best use, thereby increasing local momentum, potential funding 
resources, and stakeholder buy-in. To reach that goal, the following information and activities are 
recommended.  
 

1. Determination of the full list of current and potential stakeholders (including groups). We 
recommend that the Barber Pool Conservation Area Master Plan Working Group identifies 
all stakeholders and provides the list to Oliver Russell. Oliver Russell will then review the 
stakeholder list and recommend additions as necessary. For example, realtors that work 
in the Barber Valley Neighborhood should be included because they are in a position to 
help prevent misinformation to homebuyers. The resulting list would then be approved by 
the Working Group and Executive Board. 
 

2. Information on public health at the time of the stakeholder engagement plan will be 
necessary. These data will determine whether public health logistics make it possible to 
hold live/hybrid stakeholder engagement sessions in person without jeopardizing the 
health and wellness of the community, understanding that this is a key goal for the 
Executive Board and Working Group. 

 
3. Information on the preferences of the Working Group for online, in person (if possible), 

or hybrid (again, if possible) workshops will be necessary, as well as venue availability 
and budget considerations. This information can be collected as part of the stakeholder 
engagement plan, or the Working Group can make these decisions and work with Oliver 
Russell to tailor the plan to fit the budget and venue. 

 
4. Once stakeholders have been identified, the public health situation is ascertained, and 

decisions on budget and venue for meetings determined, a stakeholder engagement plan 
will be outlined. This plan will: 

a. Identify available communication channels that can be leveraged to inform 
stakeholders of engagement opportunities. 

b. Recommend outreach approaches for inviting specific stakeholders to 
engagement activities. 

c. Recommend activities for stakeholder participation. 
d. Enable Oliver Russell to prepare workshop materials (presentation, facilitation). 
e. Enable Barber Pool Working Group to approve workshop materials. 
f. Allow Oliver Russell to facilitate stakeholder engagement workshop(s). 
g. Allow Oliver Russell to create reports summarizing stakeholder inputs from 

workshop(s) and supporting recommendations. 
 

5. From Oliver Russell’s participation in the gap analysis process, they have concluded that 
little to no updated or current communications media, tools, or materials are available for 
the project. In order to best fulfill the stakeholder engagement work, they recommend 
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establishing brand identity and a comprehensive communications plan. They recommend 
developing the following: 

• Brand Identity Development 
o Logo, Color Palette, Logo Usage Guide, Branded Stakeholder 

Workshop Materials, Templates 
• Communications Planning 

o Outlining ongoing communications efforts, opportunities for 
engagement, website development, social media strategy, PR 
strategy, fundraising outreach strategy 

• Educational Signage 
o Directional & Educational Signage for the site 

• Story/Narrative/Vision 
o Elevator Pitch + Messaging, Pitch Deck for Fundraising  

 
6. Oliver Russell believes that building a brand identity and communications plan for the 

project to inspire and educate will provide opportunities for fundraising that have yet to 
be considered including branded products, fundraising materials and outreach/media 
opportunities. 

9.4 Future fundraising 
For a sustainable wildlife and nature preserve, Ramboll and Oliver Russell recognize that ongoing 
fundraising will be necessary. The IFPL Board and Campaign Committee has consistently shown 
themselves to be masters at obtaining funding from individual and corporate donors. To broaden 
their efforts, Ramboll previously submitted a grant worksheet (Appendix 2). The grants outlined 
vary in goals, amount, and timing. Some will be best applied for at the planning or construction 
stages, and some could be used to support ongoing educational programs. Oliver Russell 
recommends that with improved brand identity, communications planning, and the development 
of narratives and visions, there are multiple untapped opportunities for fundraising that could be 
developed. Specific recommendations for future fundraising are discussed below. 
 

1. Natural resource capital valuation is a commonly practiced global strategy to identify and 
use the natural capital of a site to increase perceived and real value. For example, 
identification of site resources may include: 

a. Valuation of gravel for extraction and hydrodynamic sculpting of the landscape 
b. Valuation of sunken logs 
c. Mitigation banking (wetland, carbon sequestration, and/or animal). Such banking 

would need to be driven by both market and regulatory drivers. 
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2. Natural resource 
capital valuation 
can also be used to 
show the value in 
the system which 
can help with 
fundraising. For 
example, an 
economic analysis 
to demonstrate the 
following would 
show clear benefit 
to society and 
could be used in 
grant applications: 

a. Natural 
water 
filtration 
decreases 
cost of 
stormwater processing 

b. Temperature reduction increases human and aquatic health benefits 
c. Birdwatching brings in tourist revenue 

 
3. Other fundraising activities that have been successful for natural areas: 

a. Creation of web camera portal of charismatic wildlife with donation button 
b. Corporate branded infrastructure such as viewing platforms 
c. Sale of branded merchandise 
d. Private tours and education packages 
e. Creation of educational outreach programs to entice grant funding 

 
These fundraising ideas can be integrated into the planning process as Phase II progresses. 
  

Photo 8: Natural Capital Valuation – Bumble bee (Bombus 
sp.) on Shrubby Cinquefoil (Dasiphora fruticosa) 
(Ramboll Provided) 
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APPENDIX 1 
DOCUMENTS REVIEWED  
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Table 1. IFPL Google Drive Documents (as provided originally by Jan Johns) 

Folder Document title 

2020_Barber-Pool_Report Shoreline pdfs - 1867, 1921, 1939, 1950, 1972 

Administration.pdf 

Aspect.pdf 

Map outline pdfs 

autorun files 

MPFinal 

Additional Barber Pool 
Hydrology Information 

LowerBoise_GeomorphAssess_RichardsonGuilinger_BOR_201
5 

Barber Dam 2009_02_04_16_10_58 

2009_02_05_10_55_53 

2009_02_05_13_16_54 

2009_02_25_11_32_58 

Operation Plan for Barber Dam 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Power Point Brandy Wilson January 2019 

Barber Pool History Barber Pool History folder - jpg figures 

Barber Historical Contacts 

Barberites 

Boise and Arrowrock Railroad 

Boise Cascade Corp 

BP Idaho Wildlife 

ChronoBP 

getoutvolunteer 

grant application by Sharon Hubler 

historical highlites 

HIS Site survey 
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John Fery.int 

mill supervisor 

Railroad History 

Barber Pool Wetlands 
Restoration 

bio-engineered_streambanks(2) 

BP Wetlands Restoration Grant 

BPCA Interpretive Trail Resources 

critical Habitat map 

Critical-Habitat 

Mtg on BPCA Jan. 21, 2011 

Outline to initiate discussions with IFP 

Talking Points BPCA 

Wetland restoration is an essential tool in the campaign to 
protect 
Wetlands-chris murphy 

Why Did the Elk (Bear or Deer or Lynx) Cross the Road 

Boise River bio-engineered_streambanks(2) 

ChartCourse-BoiseR-512 

Creating A State Environmental Literacy Program 

Rest for Recovery 

Rough Outline to initiate wetland restoration discussions 

Wetlands Compensatory Mitigation 

BP Analysis_Plates BPCA analysis and inventory 

Plates - Map outline PDFs 

BP Bald Eagle Info Bald Eagle Nest 

Rich Howard Report 

BP Campaign Materials Campaign Brochure 

Feasibilty Report Final  0318 

IFPL_Campaign for Barber Pool plan_final (1) 

Intent to Give Form (2) 

Quick pledge card v4 Final (1) 

Speaking Points Final 

Logo folder 

Photos folder 

BP Parcel Numbers BarberPoolpropertiesandparcelnumbers 

GIS data and Products 2015LiDAR_GeoTif.tif 

Barber_Pool_2778_contour.pdf 

Barber_Pool_Gebhardt-1-edited.pptx 

Barber_Pool-2017 flood Color-all_properties_boundarypdf.pdf 

Barber_Pool-ColorIR_2ftContours.pdf 

River_Profile.pdf 
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GIS images, shapefiles, terrian files, Barber_Pool.mxd 

Barber_Pool.mxd 

Media Barber Pool Id Statesman 4_10_2017docx 

Noxious Weeds BLM Weed Consult 

  

 

Photos_Maps Folders - Map PDF files and jpg files 

Maps - Map PDF files and jpg files 

Placemaking_Stakeholders Barber Valley Placemaking 

  

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 
 

Table 2. BPCA Working Group Google Drive Documents (as provided by Brandy Wilson 
and Stephanie Hilding) 

Folder Document title 

Karl Gebhardt - 12.11.20\Photos Photos 

Karl Gebhardt - 
12.11.20\Hydrology\Barber_Pool\2000 
cfs 

floodmaps.shp 

Karl Gebhardt - 
12.11.20\Hydrology\Barber_Pool\4000 
cfs 

floodmaps.shp 
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Karl Gebhardt - 
12.11.20\Hydrology\Barber_Pool\7000 
cfs 

floodmaps.shp 

Karl Gebhardt - 
12.11.20\Hydrology\Barber_Pool\2000
-eg 

2000-eg 

Karl Gebhardt - 
12.11.20\Hydrology\Barber_Pool\4000
-eg 

4000-eg 

Karl Gebhardt - 
12.11.20\Hydrology\Barber_Pool\7000
-eg 

7000-eg 

Karl Gebhardt - 
12.11.20\Hydrology\Barber_Pool\2000
surface 

2000surface 

Karl Gebhardt - 
12.11.20\Hydrology\Barber_Pool\4000
surface 

4000surface 

Karl Gebhardt - 
12.11.20\Hydrology\Barber_Pool\7000
surface 

7000surface 

Karl Gebhardt - 
12.11.20\Hydrology\Barber_Pool\ 

Channel_fill.pdf 

Channel_narrowing_profile.pdf 

ChannelFill-large.pdf 

creek layout.pdf 

Creek Profile.pdf 

CreekProfile-Alt1.pdf 

Harris_Creek_Concept_Evaluation.pdf 

Pages from PreDesign_Memorandum-
Barber_Dam_FPF_2008-Robust.pdf 
RAS_Creek_Impact_Output.pdf 

River_Profile.pdf 

Karl Gebhardt - 
12.11.20\Hydrology\Terrain 

2019 LiDAR tiles 

2019LiDAR.be_BR000XX.tif 

Boise_River_FCD10_Bathymetric_Coverage_Shape_cl
ip 
Boise_River_FCD10_Bathymetric_Coverage_clipped 

1 ft Copntor data shape files 

Karl Gebhardt - 
12.11.20\Hydrology\RAS 

HEC-RAS model -2-D Model 

Corrected effective 1-D  model 

Karl Gebhardt - 
12.11.20\Hydrology\images 

3band_truecolor 

City of Boise boise-river-resource-management-and-master-
plan_final-12-29-14 
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PeaceValley.concept 

sue-howell-park-conceptual-design.jpg 

Idaho Dept Fish_Game 20-106_Reg3B_2019_AR_Final.pdf 

2014-2023-BoiseRiverWMA-Plan-Final.pdf 

2019 IDFG Yellow billed Cuckoo Report_Final.pdf 

BoiseRiverWMA.docx 

F19AF00857 Statewide Habitat Management Interim 
Report FY20.pdf 
Mgt18-104SouthwestRegion(Nampa)2017 Annual 
Report 
Mule Deer Statewide FY2019.pdf 

Meetings MPWG_2020-11-30_Agenda_update.docx 

MPWG_2020-11-30_Notes.docx 

MPWG_2020-12-14_Notes.docx 

Chuck Blair\Hydrology Barber_Pool_Gebhardt (1) IFPL presentation.pptx 

BarberPool Hydrologic assessment - Gebhardt.pdf 

Mean flows at Glenwood Bridge.xlsx 

New York Irrigation District.docx 

Piezometer_Suggestions_ and GW depth 
estimates_11-17-2020.pdf 

Chuck Blair\NRCS Gated pipe operation.pdf 

NRCS wetland development standards.pdf 

Chuck Blair\Bald eagle Bald eagle nest tree.kmz 

Bald eagle nesting chronology in Idaho and sensitivity 
to disturbance.docx 
National Bald Eagle Management Guidelines.pdf 

Chuck Blair\Boise River 1983 Habitat 
Study 

Boise_River_Wildlife_and_Fish_Habitat_Study-part1-
opt.pdf 

Chuck Blair\Color IR Barber_Pool-ColorIR_2ftContours-r (1).pdf 

Chuck Blair\Corps reports and reviews BoiseRiver_RiparianStewardshipPlan_USACE_2015.pd
f 
Barber Pool Master Plan review comments.docx 

Chuck Blair\Gregerson gravel 
extraction 

Doug Fowler Meeting notes.docx 

Excavation material from Barber Pool email 
string.docx 
Gregerson Analysis of Test Pit Data - Karl.pdf 

Gregerson questions and comments regarding test 
pits and excavation.docx 
Gregerson Site, Soil Usability Letter  Jan 2020.pdf 

Gregerson soil test pit interpretation.docx 

Gregerson soil test pit locations - enlarged.docx 

Gregerson-Excavation-Depth-Possible_Points.pdf 
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Memo regarding harris Ranch Fill Material need - 8-
28-19.docx 

Chuck Blair\History Background.docx 

Tiedeman - 
BarberDamRelicensing(April5,2019)FINAL(PDF).pdf 

Chuck Blair\Invasive plants Tamarisk search results_12_2020.docx 

Chuck Blair\Irrigation_planting 6-2020 Irrigation questions and decisions.docx 

Barber Pool 10-27-20 site visit agenda.docx 

Barber Pool background and Irrigation Info - 9-2020 
update.docx 
Barber Pool Botanist Site Visit Photos by Chuck  12-
2019.docx 
Barber Pool Site Visit 10-27-20 Notes_IFPL 
Reviewed.docx 
Barber Pool South Side Site Visit with Botanists_clb 
2020212_kg20200304.docx 
BP potential irrigation sites - typed.xlsx 

IFPL irrigation flow data.docx 

Irrigation water questions and status   9-18-20.docx 

Krisjan site visit - Karl_s notes.docx 

NRCS - gated pipe.pdf 

soil amendments.docx 

Stack Rock site visit agenda.docx 

Types of Deer Fencing.docx 

Chuck Blair\Photos - aerial Barber Pool Aerial Photos.docx 

Early 1900s Barber Pool photo.JPG 

Chuck Blair\Photos - ground level Barber Pool Photos  1-9-20.docx 

Chuck Blair\Riparian decline, planting, 
etc 

Barber Pool Float Trip Notes.docx 

Barber Pool flow issues and comparative tree photos - 
photos only.docx 
Cottonwood_Management_QuickGuide_26June2015.p
df 
dryland cottonwood pole planting.pdf 

Evapotranspiration and crop coefficient of poplar and 
willow short.docx 
how to plant willows and cottonwoods - NRCS.pdf 

Idaho riparian restoration - IDFG.pdf 

Riparian plantings - Technical Note.pdf 

Riparian veg. formerly supported by leakage from the 
Penitentiary Canal.docx 
Water Use by Natural Vegetation.pdf 

Water Use Natural Vegetation (1).pdf 

Chuck Blair\Status updates BPAC_Dec2019_Agenda_Priorities_1.pdf 
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Barber Pool status and next steps.docx 

Conference Call Notes 5-19-20 Irrigation etc.- 
CB+SS.docx 
January 2020 board outline_CLB_1_BMW-kg.docx 

Notes for 11-15-19 BRAC meeting.docx 

Chuck Blair\Veg. mapping data 
points_background 

BP veg. map with data points and data notes.pdf 

forest canopy cover methods.pdf 

NAT VEG CLASS Sys definitions.docx 

National Vegetation Classification System 
definitions.pdf 
National Wetland Inventory map for BP - 2020.docx 

NatVegClassSys_V2_FINAL_2008-02 (1).pdf 

notes for 2-24 email.docx 

Veg_with_point_numbers-kg.pdf 

Chuck Blair\Wetland development NRCS wetland development standards.pdf 

Paul Warner meeting memo - 8-8-19. print 
version.docx 
Preliminary Emergent Wetland Cost Estimate - 
Assumptions.docx 
Warner.wetlands map and cost est.  8-10-19.pdf 

FERC Relicensing Barber-Study-Plans_Comments_IFPL-BPAC.docx 

FERC documents and info link.docx 

From Brian\Barber Dam 1976-04-30-Boise River Conservancy offer of Barber 
Dam.pdf 
1988-06-27-Easment-Agreement-Fulcrum.pdf 

From Brian\History AdaCountyFloodEvents.pdf 

Barber Pool photo show.pptx 

Barber_Dam_and_Lumber_Mill_Site applicaiton 
National Historic Site.pdf 
BOR - NY Canal Construction.JPG 

Flood of 1862.pdf 

ID Statesman - Vast irrigation network took time 
money and expertise.pdf 
IDS01031915.pdf 

Intermountain railway.pdf 

Isaac N. Coston.docx 

Lost_in_Time_BV_History.pdf 

Lumber in the Boise Region - number 173 Idaho 
State Historical Society.pdf 
NY_canal_history.pdf 

Water-in-the-Boise-Valley-NMID.pdf 

From Brian\Movies Barber Dam_opt(1).jpg 
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Barber Dam_opt.jpg 

Construction 12 acres May 10 2019 II.jpg 

Construction 12 acres May 10 2019.jpg 

From Brian\Irrigation 2020 watering plan v1.pdf 

2020-07-01-BOR-letter.pdf 

Barber Pool inclusion request(1).pdf 

Barber Pool inclusion request.pdf 

Barber Pool inclusion request(1).pub 

Barber Pool inclusion request.pdf 

Barber Pool inclusion request.pub 

Irrigation Water in the Barber Pool v2(1).docx 

Irrigation Water in the Barber Pool v2(1).pdf 

Irrigation Water in the Barber Pool v2.docx 

Irrigation Water in the Barber Pool v2.pdf 

Irrigation Water in the Barber Pool(1).docx 

Irrigation Water in the Barber Pool.docx 

map of weir(1).jpg 

map of weir.jpg 

Piezometers in the Barber Pool(1).docx 

Piezometers in the Barber Pool.docx 

SBGWMA(1).jpg 

SBGWMA.jpg 

water request in 2010(1).jpg 

water request in 2010.jpg 

water test 2020(1).jpg 

water test 2020.jpg 

From Brian\Studies and Reports 1979-07-02-BSU management plan Barber Pool 
proposed.pdf 
1985 Winter Distribution of Bald Eagles along a 
Segment of the Boise River.pdf 
1989 Gebhardt report _ goals.docx 

1994 Congressional Record - Larry LaRocco.pdf 

1995 Lower Boise River and Tributaries 
Reconnaissance Study USACE.pdf 
1996 Factors influencing black cottonwood 
recruitment on the upper clark Fork River.pdf 
1998 Winter foraging ecology of Bald Eagles.pdf 

1999 Boise River Resource Management and Master 
Plan - city of Boise.pdf 
2010 planting cottonwood trees along Boise River.pdf 

2019 Territory Magazine.pdf 
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from Wickman - ISF Files 20190 03 27 - DRAFT Response to IDWR 
comments.pdf 
Erstad - ISF Master Plan Appendix 2003.pdf 

Erstad - ISF Master Planning Study 2003.pdf 

Letter for IDFG w. attachments 2018 10 31.pdf 

Letter for SHPO w. attachments 2018 10 31.pdf 

from Wickman - ISF Files\City of Boise 
- CODES _ ORDINANCES 

1100 - Boise Development Code.pdf 

2017-planning-division-fee-schedule - paw.pdf 

Boise Development Code _highlight.pdf 

BoiseRiverSystemOrdinance - Greenbelt Highlights 
2019 01 25.pdf 
BoiseRiverSystemOrdinance.pdf 

Pages from 1100.pdf 

from Wickman - ISF Files\Floodplain 
Permit Plan Size 36 x 24v5 

Floodplain Detailed Site Plan - Existing 36 x 24v5.pdf 

Floodplain Detailed Site Plan - Proposed 36 x 
24v5.pdf 
Floodplain Landscape Plan 36 x 24v5.pdf 

from Wickman - ISF Files\ISF - DEQ 
Information 

09.80 Barber Lagoons Decommissioning Report_Rev 
1.pdf 
Barber Lagoons Decommissioning Report_Rev 1 
(1).pdf 
BF NHPA Determination 04-22-2014.pdf 

BF NHPA Request  04-04-2014.PDF 

BF PII Appendix only WGI 08-18-2012.PDF 

BF PII GW URS 09-30-2014.PDF 

BF PII report only WGI 03-11-2008.PDF 

BF PII Sludge and Sediment URS  01-07-2015.PDF 

from Wickman - ISF Files\ISF Files for 
Barber Plan No. 2\Aerials 

Photographs 

from Wickman - ISF Files\ISF Files for 
Barber Plan No. 2\Drone - IDEQ Dec 
2, 2019 

Photographs 

from Wickman - ISF Files\ISF Files for 
Barber Plan No. 2\ISF - DEQ Drone 
Data 2019 11 20 

Aerial Flyover.MOV 

SURVEY TOPO.PDF 

Photos and video 

Barber Ponds Notes.docx 

BVNA TGR Update 2019 12 12.pptx 

from Wickman - ISF Files\Ramaker 
Files 

2017 4 20 case statement Ramaker.pdf 

FAQs on Ramaker Collaboration.4.docx 

Neighborhood_Open-Space-
Cons_Study_rev06.final.docx 
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IBO - Greg Kaltenecker\Diane Moore 
and Side Channel 

Boise Open Space and Clean Water Improvement 
Project Application 
Final Concept Vision Diane Moore Nature Center 

FINAL_IBO_SideChannel_ConceptDesign_TM_Jacobs_
20190430 (1) 
IBO_Micron_Gift_Announcement_FINAL 

ITD_BSU Cooperative Agreement 

SH21 I84 to Diversion Dam EA 

The Diane Moore Nature Center IBO On The River 
FINAL (1) 

IBO - Greg Kaltenecker\IBO 
Piezometer 

BHRS air-photo original with wells etc 051710 

BHRS well data for Greg Kaltenecker 032218 

IBO.email.BoiseRiverSite.GroundwaterData 

IBO.email.Wells at Warm Springs 

IBO_depth1_02_20_2020 

IBO1a_Temp_02_20_2020 

IBO1a_Temp_08_28_2019 

IBO1b_Temp_02_20_2020 

IBO1b_Temp_08_28_2019 

IBOPz_Temp_Depth study_2019 

Well Piezometer River Gauge - survey data 

Wtr lvl msrmts - wells _ piez - 2010-11 _ 99 

Ada County Scott Koberg Barber Valley Planning Area.pdf 

Barber Valley Placemaking.pdf 

Notice of Meeting 11-9-87.pdf 

Barber Pool Conservation Area Plans.pdf 

Memo to D. Griffin 12-5-00 re Memo of Agmt.pdf 

Barber Pool trifold.pdf 

The Barber Pool Conservation Area trifold.pdf 

Ltr from D. Griffin to BOCC 3-8-01 re Education 
Program Proposal at Barber Pool.pdf 
Barber Pool Conservation Area Year 2004 Year End 
Report.pdf 
Barber Pool Integrated Weed Control Program.pdf 

Barber Pool Update 12.17.99.pdf 

Draft potential BPAC signage locations.pdf 

Draft Waters of the US and Wetland Delineation 
Report_063016.pdf 
Forgone Public Hearing 7.11.17.pdf 

Greenbelt between Arrowrock maintenance yard and 
Diversion Dam.pdf 
Greenbelt_AHSR_020817_Complete.pdf 
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Photo exhibits_02.12.14.pdf 

Resolution 2573 - Barber Pool.pdf 

ROS353-8216582_Barber_Pool.pdf 

USBR License Agreement.tif 

Barber Hydro and FERC FERC-study-req__IDWR 

FERC-study-req__BREN 

FERC-study-req__ICL 

FERC-study-req__IDEQ 

FERC-study-req__IDFG 

FERC-study-req__IDPR 

FERC-study-req__Irrigation-Distcs 

FERC-study-req__NPS 

IFPL_Comments_Study-Reqest_FINAL 

Barber Pool Conservation Advisory 
Council 

Barber Pool Advisory Council Charter and members 

BPAC-Priorities-Direction_Dec2018_FINAL 

Photos Photos - Greenbelt vegetation winter 2020 

Photos - Signs on Greenbelt by others 

Presentations Barber Pool Conservation Area FAQ 

BPAC-Board-Presio_Jan11-2020_final 

BPAC-Priorities-Direction_Dec2018_FINAL 

BREN_2019_04-05_rev02 

HRWMA_20190418 

IFPL_BVNA-Barber-Development-Update_January-13-
2017_final 

Signage BarberPoolSignConcept(2).jpg 

Vegetation Mapping Barber Pool and HGM cover type comparison (2) 

Barber Pool Vegetation Mapping Needs (2) 

Barber Pool Vegetation Mapping Needs (3) 

Barber Pool Vegetation Mapping Needs.Jan 2019(4) 

Ecosystem.BPAC_Proposal_01122019 (2) 

Ecosystem.BPAC_Proposal_03122019 (1) 

Ecosystem.Vegetation_Proposal_01122018 

Revised Barber Pool Vegetation Mapping Needs   3-5-
19 

Vegetation Mapping - Final Maps Nov 
2019 

Barber_Pools_Land_Cover_Mapping_Metadata_11012
019 
Barber_Pools_Land_Cover_11_2019 GIS files 

Barber_Pools_11_2019V2.pdf 

Barber_Pools_Land_Cover.lyrx 
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Appendix 2: Grant Worksheet

Organization Idaho Dept. of Parks & Recreation

Assistance Type General Program/Project Funding General Program/Project Funding General Program/Project Funding

Program Type Grants (multiple) Grant Grant

Fund Name Habitat Restoration Grants; Flood Protection Grants; Connecting Habitat Five Star and Urban Waters Grant Land and Water Conservation Fund

Typical Award Sizes $20,000 to millions, depending on the grant program and if it is in the planning and design versus 
implementation stage.

$20,000 to $50,000 with an average size of $35,000 and 40-50 grants awarded per year. 50% of the cost to acquire and/or develop land, which is to be used for public outdoor recreation uses.

Key Due Dates and 
Timelines

Multiple program timelines, typically annual, posting on their website under each specific program. Full proposal is due on January 28, 2021; Awards are made in late summer 2021. October to January (annually)

Who is Eligible Typically, eligible applicants include non-profit 501(c) organizations, state government agencies, local 
governments, municipal governments, Indian tribes and educational institutions. 

Eligible applicants include non-profit 501(c) organizations, state government agencies, local governments, 
municipal governments, Indian tribes and educational institutions. 

Incorporated Cities, Counties, Recreation Districts, State Agencies, School Districts and their partners.

Description NFWF awards competitive grants through our programs to protect and conserve our nation's fish, wildlife, 
plants and habitats. The Foundation works with public and private partners in all 50 states and U.S. territories 
to solve the most challenging conservation problems.  Explore our programs below to learn about their 
conservation goals and strategies, and the species and landscapes they support.

The Five Star and Urban Waters Restoration grant program seeks to develop community capacity to sustain 
local natural resources for future generations by providing modest financial assistance to diverse local 
partnerships focused on improving water quality, watersheds and the species and habitats they 
support. Projects include a variety of ecological improvements along with targeted community outreach, 
education and stewardship. Ecological improvements may include one or more of the following: wetland, 
riparian, forest and coastal habitat restoration; wildlife conservation, community tree canopy enhancement, 
water quality monitoring and green infrastructure best management practices for managing run-off. Projects 
should increase access to the benefits of nature, reduce the impact of environmental hazards and engage local 
communities, particularly underserved communities, in project planning, outreach and implementation. This 
program expects that applicants will represent a mixture of urban and rural communities. 

Acquire, develop, and maintain outstanding property into perpetuity for outdoor recreation purposes. 

Cost Sharing or Match 
Requirement

Typically, the ratio of matching contributions offered is considered during the review process, and projects are 
required to meet or exceed a 1:1 match ratio to be competitive, but not always required. 

The ratio of matching contributions offered is considered during the review process, and projects are required 
to meet or exceed a 1:1 match ratio to be competitive. Matching contributions must be non-federal in nature 
and may include in-kind contributions of staff and volunteer time, work performed, materials and services 
donated, cash or other tangible contributions to the project objectives and outcomes. The cost of recent land 
acquisition or easement may also qualify as match for a project involving work at the acquired site. 
Additionally, partner contributions can serve as matching contributions and grantees for this grant program 
commonly use a large amount of in-kind matching contributions to reach this threshold by utilizing their 
community partnerships to generate match. Applicants are highly encouraged to contact NFWF for assistance 
in determining what qualifies as in-kind or any other matching contribution. In addition, if not paid with 
requested grant funding, indirect costs may be applied as match by an applicant with a federally approved 
indirect rate.

50%

How to Apply Visit NFWF's website and browse the various grant programs. See details on NFWF website and pre-recorded applicant webinar hosted on website. Project proposal describing alignment with the Statewide Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation and Tourism 
Plan.

Ramboll 
Experience/Recommendati
ons

Ramboll received grants from NFWF for project work in the past. Ramboll recommends review of past awards 
for regional NFWF grants to determine the types of partnerships and projects that have been successfully 
funded. NFWF keeps an active list of past grantees on their website.

Ramboll is working with other projects and partners looking at the Five Star and Urban Waters grant program 
as a potential funding source.  Ramboll recommends review of past awards for regional NFWF grants to 
determine the types of partnerships and projects that have been successfully funded as well as watching the 
pre-recorded applicant webinar in November 2020 hosted on their website. NFWF keeps an active list of past 
grantees on their website. Ramboll, however, also notes the regional preferences of this fund and also that the 
typical award size is not very large. Ramboll does, however, enourage a relationship with NFWF regardless of 
grant program as they have many various funds and lots of conservation money to award to potential projects.

Links https://www.nfwf.org/apply-grant Five Star and Urban Waters Restoration Grant Program 2021 Request for Proposals | NFWF Apply for Funding | Department of Parks and Recreation (idaho.gov)

National Fish and Wildlife Federation

https://www.nfwf.org/apply-grant
https://parksandrecreation.idaho.gov/grants-and-funding/apply-for-funding/
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Organization

Assistance Type

Program Type

Fund Name

Typical Award Sizes

Key Due Dates and 
Timelines

Who is Eligible

Description

Cost Sharing or Match 
Requirement

How to Apply

Ramboll 
Experience/Recommendati
ons

Links

Idaho Dept. of Parks & Recreation Laura Moore Cunningham Foundation National Geographic Society

General Program/Project Funding General Program/Project Funding General Program/Project Funding

Grant Grant Grant

Waterways Improvement Fund General Exploration Grant

Max: $360,000 Unclear $10,000 to $30,000

October to January (annually) March-May 2021 Based on past years, the predicted deadline is January 20, 2021. Updated information online regarding this 
program in 2021.

Governmental entities and  tribes and their partners.  Tax-exempt Idaho nonprofit organizations. For experienced project leaders in the areas of conservation, education, research, storytelling and technology.

Protection and promotion of safety, waterways improvement, creation and improvement of parking areas for 
boating purposes, making and improving boat ramps and moorings, marking of waterways, search and rescue 
and all things incident to such purposes including the purchase of real and personal property.

Grantmaking priorities include rural healthcare, educational programs for children, and programs in 
underserved communities and for underserved populations.

Since first awarding a grant in 1890, the National Geographic Society has been investing in bold people and 
transformative ideas. Our funding opportunities aim to further understanding of our planet and empower a 
global community to generate solutions for a healthier and more sustainable future.

None None TBD

Online application function. All applications must be completed through the online portal. Each applicant must set up an account through 
Submittable and will then be able to fill out and save the application online.  The application will open March 1, 
2021 and close on the May 1, 2021 deadline.

Sign up for updates through their website link.

Typical award size is not very large, may not be worth the effort for the amount of funding available.

https://parksandrecreation.idaho.gov/grants-and-funding/waterways-improvement-fund-wif/ grants (lauramoorecunningham.org) https://www.nationalgeographic.org/funding-opportunities/

https://parksandrecreation.idaho.gov/grants-and-funding/waterways-improvement-fund-wif/
http://www.lauramoorecunningham.org/grants.html
https://www.nationalgeographic.org/funding-opportunities/
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Organization

Assistance Type

Program Type

Fund Name

Typical Award Sizes

Key Due Dates and 
Timelines

Who is Eligible

Description

Cost Sharing or Match 
Requirement

How to Apply

Ramboll 
Experience/Recommendati
ons

Links

U.S. Fish & Wildlife Endangered Species Program Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) The Conservation Fund

General Program/Project Funding General Program/Project Funding Land Acquisition Funding

Grants Grants Conservation

Conservation Grants; Recovery Land Acquisition; Habitat Conservation Planning Assistance; Habitat 
Conservation Plan (HCP) Land Acquisition

Conservation Innovation Grants (CIG) Conservation Acquisition

Judging from awardees in FY2016 and FY2015, awards ranged from $100,000 to $2,000,000 per project award ~$100,000 to $2,000,000 Unclear, total support and revenue, including contributions and grants, were $500,000 in FY2019. For Loans, 
minimum loan amount is $200,000.

Unclear (federal funding) to learn more about each program, please contact the Fish and Wildlife Service 
Endangered Species grants specialist in your region: https://www.fws.gov/endangered/regions/index.html

Unclear (federal funding), once funds for CIG become available, a funding notice is posted on grants.gov, the 
federal e-Grants portal. The funding notice is also posted on the NRCS website: nrcs.usda.gov. The funding 
notice details CIG requirements and the information required from applicants. You can sign up for funding 
notices on the CIG e-mail list on their website.

Cycles 2-3 times annually

Participation in the CESCF grant programs is only available to States with a current Section 6 cooperative 
agreement with the Secretary of the Interior. The Service requires a complete, signed cooperative agreement 
before it can obligate Federal funds to a project [50 CFR 81.3, 50 CFR 81.5, 43 CFR 12.50(b)(3)]. While funding 
can only be granted to States, individuals or groups (for example counties or conservation organizations) may 
work with a State agency that has a cooperative agreement on conservation efforts that are mutually 
beneficial, as a subgrantee.

National and State CIG – all non-Federal entities and individuals are eligible to apply. All CIG projects must 
involve EQIP-eligible producers. CIG applications are accepted from state or local governments, federally-
recognized American Indian tribes, non-governmental organizations, and individuals in all 50 states.

Federal, state organizations and their local partners.

A variety of tools are available under the Endangered Species Act (ESA) to help States and landowners plan and 
implement projects to conserve species. One of the tools, the Cooperative Endangered Species Conservation 
Fund (section 6 of the ESA), provides grants to States and Territories to participate in a wide array of voluntary 
conservation projects for candidate, proposed, and listed species.

Conservation Innovation Grants (CIG) is a competitive program that supports the development of new tools, 
approaches, practices, and technologies to further natural resource conservation on private lands. Through 
creative problem solving and innovation, CIG partners work to address our nation's water quality, air quality, 
soil health and wildlife habitat challenges, all while improving agricultural operations.

Provides ready capital for acquisition of lands and waters of high conservation value. Funds are continually in 
use for conservation. Goal is to invest all proceeds into Working Forest Fund® projects to accelerate the scale 
and speed of our mission impact. In addition, we hope to significantly increase the level of philanthropic capital 
for this urgent mission to leverage the bond proceeds across more projects, and re-invest those proceeds more 
than once, if possible, before maturity.

A proposal must include a minimum 25 percent non-Federal cost share. The cost share may be cash or an in-
kind contribution, such as volunteer efforts and donations of goods or services. This cost share requirement 
decreases to 10 percent when two or more States having a common interest in one or more species, the 
conservation of which may be enhanced by cooperation of such States, enter jointly into a project [50 CFR 
81.8(a)]. The Insular Areas of the U.S. Virgin Islands, Guam, American Samoa, and the Government of the 
Northern Mariana Islands are exempt from grant matching requirements up to $200,000 under all U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service Grant Programs (based on a May 9, 2003, Director’s Memorandum).

An applicant’s CIG funding request must be matched at least 1:1 with non-federal funding. Matching funds can 
be any combination of cash and in-kind contributions. The grantee is also responsible for providing the 
technical assistance required to successfully complete the project. NRCS will provide technical oversight for 
each project receiving an award.

None

These grants programs is only available to States with a current Section 6 cooperative agreement with DOI. Complete applications must be submitted
through grants.gov and e-mailed to the NRCS
National Office at nrcscig@wdc.usda.gov. All CIG applicants are required to be registered in the System for 
Award Management, and provide a valid unique entity identifier (Data Universal Numbering System (DUNS) 
number before submitting an application. A CIG applicant who received an award in the past need not request 
a new DUNS number or SAMS registration before applying for another CIG award, but all applicants are 
obligated to ensure their DUNS number and SAMS registration is current.

Contact: Mark Elsbree, Senior Vice President and Western Director, Conservation Acquisition

Ramboll staff has experience working with USFWS in the past. The Ramboll Team has extensive past experience with the NRCS, including direct experience with state level 
conservation programs and grants, including CRP, EQUIP, and WHIP. R. Mandel worked for the NRCS for many 
years and maintains Regional and National programmatic contacts.

https://www.fws.gov/endangered/grants/grant-programs.html; https://www.fws.gov/endangered/esa-library/ Conservation Innovation Grants | NRCS (usda.gov) Our Revolving Fund | The Conservation Fund

https://www.fws.gov/endangered/grants/grant-programs.html
https://www.nrcs.usda.gov/wps/portal/nrcs/main/national/programs/financial/cig/
https://www.conservationfund.org/our-work/conservation-acquisition/our-revolving-fund
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Organization

Assistance Type

Program Type

Fund Name

Typical Award Sizes

Key Due Dates and 
Timelines

Who is Eligible

Description

Cost Sharing or Match 
Requirement

How to Apply

Ramboll 
Experience/Recommendati
ons

Links

The Conservation Fund The Conservation Alliance Disney Conservation Fund (DCF)

Land Acquisition Funding General Program/Project Funding General Program/Project Funding

Loan Grants Grant

Conservation Fund The General Grant Fund, Public Lands Defense Fund Disney Conservation Fund

Minimum: $200,000 Awards are up to $50,000 Maximum of $50,000 to be provided over a grant period of two years. Overall budget may be larger and 
incorporate several financial partners. 

Rolling deadline Summer Cycle:
Nominations Open April 1, Close May 1
Proposals Due June 1, Review June - July, Announced October 1
Winter Cycle:
Nominations Open October 1, Close November 1
Proposals Due December 1, Review December - January, Announced April 1

Inquiry submitted between September 1 – October 16, 2020. Applications due February 19, 2021. 

Non-profit, municipal and tribal organizations in good standing. Member-nominated organizations. DCF encourages scientists, students and institutions to work with nonprofit organizations to apply. Only 
charitable organizations may apply. DCF does not fund ex-situ projects/project components or budget items 
that support government officials, staff, agencies, etc. that may be working with an organization on a 
conservation project. 

Flexible financing as well as sustained and expert technical assistance to land trusts and other organizations 
aiming to protect key properties in their communities, increase access to green and open-space, recover 
natural habitats, provide conservation education programs, and help people connect with nature.

Alliance is a group of outdoor businesses that supports efforts to protect specific wild places for their habitat 
and recreation values. They make grants to groups whose work meets each of the following criteria:
1) secure lasting and quantifiable protection of a specific wild land or waterway; 2) engage grassroots citizen 
action in support of  conservation; 3) projects must have a clear recreational benefit; 4) good chance of final 
success within four years.
In the Winter 2021 grant cycle, they are looking for: projects that benefit Black, Indigenous, and People of 
Color (BIPOC) and/or underserved communities, and organizations that work directly with these communities; 
and projects that measurably mitigate the impacts of climate change.

Funds holistic programs that address a significant and urgent conservation need that align with Disney’s 
priority regions/species: endangered, threatened or vulnerable species and their habitats; scientific field 
studies on species and habitats to inform/advance conservation strategies; engagement of relevant 
communities/stakeholders through community-based education; advance conservation outcomes for 
wildlife/habitats over the next two years; expansion of previous work including an established commitment to 
a conservation program OR demonstration that proposed project is well suited to become or contribute to a 
long-term conservation program.

None Unclear None

Contact: Director - Reggie Hall, 703-717-3537, rhall@conservationfund.org. Members nominate organizations by completing and submitting a nomination form. Nominated organizations 
receive a request for proposal (RFP) instructing them how to submit a full request. 

Application inquiry on Cybergrants online system. Inquiry is required by all organizations interested in being 
invited to apply. 

Typical award size is not very large, may not be worth the effort for the amount of funding available. Typical award size is not very large, may not be worth the effort for the amount of funding available.

Conservation Loans | The Conservation Fund, https://www.conservationfund.org/images/programs/files/Conse http://www.conservationalliance.com/how-to-apply/ https://thewaltdisneycompany.com/disney-conservation/

https://www.conservationfund.org/our-work/conservation-loans
http://www.conservationalliance.com/how-to-apply/
https://thewaltdisneycompany.com/disney-conservation/
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Fund Name

Typical Award Sizes

Key Due Dates and 
Timelines

Who is Eligible

Description

Cost Sharing or Match 
Requirement

How to Apply

Ramboll 
Experience/Recommendati
ons

Links

Shell Corporation Gordon and Betty Moore Foundation The Nature Conservancy 

General Program/Project Funding General Program/Project Funding Partnership; TNC applies for and wins many grants in partnership with other local organizations.

Grant Grant Project partner

Environment/Conservation Special projects No fund; TNC works in 79 countries and territories, using a collaborative approach that engages local 
communities, governments, the private sector, and other partners

Unclear  $300k to $2mil. N/A

Rolling Rolling N/A

Nonprofit organizations (501(c) tax status) with priority consideration given to those serving in or near US 
communities where Shell has a major presence.

Communities, businesses, governments, NGOs. All entities

Focus on biodiversity initiatives with support to programs that restore critical eco systems, address water, air 
quality research, preserve wetlands and sponsor wetlands initiatives. Support projects that restore and protect 
critical ecosystems, and research projects for threatened wildlife and/or habitats.

Supporting breakthrough innovations in environmental conservation. The Nature Conservancy (TNC) is the world’s largest conservation organization and ranked 20th on the 
2018 Forbes list of the 100 largest U.S.-based charities. [15] [16] It has affiliates in all 50 U.S. states and 72 
countries, with 3,600 worldwide employees. The Nature Conservancy has ties to many large companies, 
including those in the oil, gas, mining, chemical and agricultural industries. As of 2018 it reported net assets of 
$6.5 billion and revenue of nearly $1.3 billion. TNC’s primary agenda is to preserve wild spaces and water for 
wildlife habitat and environmental protection, with a related goal of reducing carbon emissions. The tools it 
uses to accomplish this objective are conservation easements and debt-for-nature swaps, which it claims to 
have used to protect 119 million acres of land, “thousands of river miles” and “more than 100 marine projects.” 
Conservation easements permit big property owners to permanently sell the development rights to land – or 
donate those rights, in exchange for a tax-preference – to an organization like the Nature Conservancy, or to a 
government. The property owner retains access to the wild space and preserves the space as a natural area 
legally protected from development. In 2018 purchases of conservation easements or land accounted for more 
than 27 percent of TNC’s budget ($306.5 million), and land and easements held constituted most of the 
organization’s total assets ($4.2 billion). They reports holding 3.1 million acres of easements in 49 U.S. states.

Unclear Unclear N/A

Application with a brief statement describing the program(s) purpose, alignment to Shell guidelines and 
quantifiable outcomes. 

Unsolicited grant proposals not accepted. Send inquiries via email - must be less than 100 words. Reaching out to TNC local staff is a good way to forming a potential local partnership. TNC applies for and wins 
many grants in partnership with other local organizations. Mark Menlove is the Idaho State Director. 

Ramboll has a working relationship with Shell corporation. Idaho TNC worked with the City (Parks & Rec) on their Treasure Valley Canopy Network program. Various 
Ramboll staff have worked with TNC across the U.S. 

https://www.shell.us/sustainability/request-for-a-grant-from-shell.html https://www.moore.org/about/founders-intent https://www.nature.org/en-us/about-us/where-we-work/united-states/idaho/

https://www.shell.us/sustainability/request-for-a-grant-from-shell.html
https://www.moore.org/about/founders-intent
https://www.nature.org/en-us/about-us/where-we-work/united-states/idaho/
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Ramboll 
Experience/Recommendati
ons

Links

Walton Family Foundation Dorris Duke Foundation Other Private Endowment

General Program/Project Funding General Program/Project Funding TBD

Grant Grant Grant

Environment Environment Program TBD

$250,000 - $1mil. $10,000 to $4 mil. TBD

Rolling Rolling Rolling

Non-profit organizations Non-profit organizations and government natural resource agencies. TBD

Foundation works to end overfishing and preserve coastal livelihoods, improve the availability and quality of 
water in the nation’s largest river basins.

Environment Program awards grants through invited proposals and the occasional funding 
competition. Funding opportunities may also be available through organizations administering re-granting 
programs supported by the foundation.

Ramboll practitioners are looking into additional private resources that would project specific.

None Not normally, but there are often deliverables (reporting how the money was utilized and how it benefited the 
project).

Unlikely.

WFF does not accept unsolicited proposals - they fund organizations and projects that directly support our 
program goals, encourage grant seekers to explore online resources such as Foundation Center and GuideStar 
to research other funders and their policies for unsolicited requests.

Letter of inquiry to be invited to apply. TBD

R. Mandel has a personnel connection to the Walton Foundation through their River lead (Peter Skidmore). The 
Foundation may require fish passage connectivity, so this will need to be investigated. Randy has past 
experience with the Walton Foundation funding the Sustaining Colorado Watershed Conference and the 
Society for Ecological Restoration.

Extensive experience and leveraged upon relationships.

https://www.waltonfamilyfoundation.org/our-work/environment

https://www.waltonfamilyfoundation.org/our-work/environment


Appendix 2: Grant Worksheet

Organization

Assistance Type

Program Type

Fund Name

Typical Award Sizes

Key Due Dates and 
Timelines

Who is Eligible

Description

Cost Sharing or Match 
Requirement

How to Apply

Ramboll 
Experience/Recommendati
ons

Links

EPA Brownfield Grants FEMA

Competitive Project Funding Hazard Mitigation Assistance Grant Program (HMGP)/Flood Mitigation Grant (FMA) Program/ Pre-Disaster 
Mitigation (PDM) Grant Program

Grant Grant

EPA Brownfield Grants Flood Mitigation Assistance (FMA) Grant Program; Hazard Mitigation Assistance Grants

$250,000 - $400,000 $200,000 - $1,000,000+

Requests for FY 2021 were accepted from Oct. 2, 2020 to Dec. 11, 2020, so the project would need to focus on 
the 2022 grant period.

FEMA encourages applicants and subapplicants to apply for FMA funding before the deadline on January 29, 
2021 at 3 p.m. Applications submitted after this deadline will not be considered for funding. Project selections 
for awards is anticipated in Summer 2021.

Normally non-profits and municipalities States, Federally-recognized tribes; Local governments are considered sub-applicants and must apply to their 
applicant state/territory. For some programs, to be eligible for BRIC funding, FEMA will require the applicants 
and subapplicants listed below to have a current FEMA-approved Hazard Mitigation Plan at time of application 
and award. Further, Section 203 of the Stafford Act requires the applicant meet the following criteria: State or 
territory/federally recognized tribe: Must have received a major disaster declaration under the Stafford Act in 
the seven years prior to the annual grant application period start date. 

Project would need to partner with a brownfield expert to help provide the programmatic specifics, but often 
this work can include ecological support.

The Flood Mitigation Assistance Program is a competitive grant program that provides funding to states, local 
communities, federally recognized tribes and territories. Funds can be used for projects that reduce or 
eliminate the risk of repetitive flood damage to buildings insured by the National Flood Insurance Program.

TBD Generally, the cost share for this program is 75 percent federal/25 percent non-federal.

TBD Eligible Applicants must apply for funding using the new FEMA Grants Outcome (FEMA GO), which is now the 
management system for BRIC.

Ramboll normally works through these opportunities via partnerships, so the specifics would need to be 
investigated, but it might be able to address potential challenges on the Gregerson Parcel, as well as the New 
York area north of the Shakespeare Festival grounds. R. Mandel and other Ramboll practitioners could help 
connect IFPL with further details.

This fund is open now with a deadline in January 2021. Ramboll recommends looking into this grant program to 
see if a partnership with the local community would make sense in terms of flood mitigation.

https://www.epa.gov/brownfields/funding-guidance-state-and-tribal-response-programs-fiscal-year-2021-0 Fiscal Year 2020 Notices of Funding Opportunities for Hazard Mitigation Assistance Grants | FEMA.gov

https://www.epa.gov/brownfields/funding-guidance-state-and-tribal-response-programs-fiscal-year-2021-0
https://www.fema.gov/grants/mitigation/fy2020-nofo
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